ABSTRACT SYNTE 2 is a low-cost, high-quality, text-to-speech synthesizer designed for Finnish but applicable also to other languages if "phoneme writing" is used. After its first presentation in 1977 it has been adapted to many communication aids for the handicapped. The first application was a portable speaking machine with unlimited vocabulary for the speech impared. This paper describes the present applications of SYNTE 2, including the speaking machine, a talking data terminal for blind computer prograninlers, a system for automatic production of spoken information for the blind, etc.
INTRODUCTION
SYNTE 2 is a real text-to-speech synthesizer for Finnish designed to meet a wide variety of applications (1) . It consists of a microprocessor (Motorola 6800 + 2 kbyte RUM + 256 byte RAM), a group of special 0/A-converters to generate analog control signals, and an analog signal processing part for sound generation (Fig. 1 The prototype system works well; evaluations of the performence for different kinds of text material are to be done and improvements of details continue. The system is also a good starting point when designing other intelligent speech response systems such as talking data bases and information services, automatic announcement systems, etc.
The prototype system (Fig. 4) consists of a microcomputer (EXORterm 220), dualdrive floppy disk memory (EXORdisk II)., talking data terminal described earlier, audio cassette recorder, video display, paper tape reader, and printer. This complex will later be replaced by a more compact and less expensive processor unit (Motorola EXOR5et 30), a SYNTE 2 synthesizer, and some peripheral devices.
The main part of the work has been the development of programs for text processing.
This contains about 10 000 assembly-language instructions to convert arbitrary Finnish text of typesetting material into strings of letters suitable for feeding SYNTE 2 synthesizer. The problem has been to expand abbreviations, numbers, and strings of special characters, to find the boundaries of sentences, to remove control characters for typesetting or to utilize the information carried by them, and to interpret the context-dependent meanings of some special characters.
An interpreting high-level command language is created to make it easy to de- 
